
 Senest opdateret: 18-01-2023 

 

Liste over danske virksomheder, som er godkendt til eksport af 

svinekød (inkl. spiselige slagtebiprodukter af svin) og 

kødprodukter af svin til Kina  

Listen er udarbejdet med udgangspunkt i de kinesiske myndigheders webside: 

http://jckspj.customs.gov.cn/spj/xxfw39/cpjgzyxx/lsdwyxsp/fhpgscyqdgjhdqshrlcpmd/4685680/index.html  

 

  (Signing time of 
the protocol) 

 (Product category)  (Product name)  (Registered Companies) 

2000-8-15 Frozen pig products 

Frozen pork (With bone) 
14 (Slaughter house, cutting plant), 
22 (Slaughter house, cutting plant), 
25 (Slaughter house, cutting plant), 
31 (Slaughter house, cutting plant), 
71 (Slaughter house, cutting plant), 
320 (Slaughter house, cutting plant), 
338 (Slaughter house, cutting plant), 
801 (Slaughter house, cutting plant), 
865 (Slaughter house, cutting plant), 
101 (Coldstore), 
170 (Coldstore), 
177 (Coldstore), 
180 (Coldstore), 
188 (Coldstore), 
192 (Coldstore),                                                                                                                                                                                         
377 (Coldstore), 
472 (Coldstore) 

Frozen pork (Boneless) 

 Frozen unrefined pork fat 
(Edible, excluding visceral fat) 

Frozen pork heart 
14 (Slaughter house, cutting plant), 
22 (Slaughter house, cutting plant), 
25 (Slaughter house, cutting plant), 
31 (Slaughter house, cutting plant), 
53 (Cutting plant), 
71 (Slaughter house, cutting plant), 
320 (Slaughter house, cutting plant), 
338 (Slaughter house, cutting plant), 
801 (Slaughter house, cutting plant), 
865 (Slaughter house, cutting plant), 
101 (Coldstore), 
170 (Coldstore), 
177 (Coldstore), 
180 (Coldstore), 

Frozen pork liver 

Frozen pig kidney 

Frozen pork tongue 

Frozen pig tail 

Frozen pig ears 

Frozen trotters (whole trotters) 

Frozen pig testicles 

Frozen pig stomach (Pork 
stomach) 

Other offal (Frozen pig nose) 

http://jckspj.customs.gov.cn/spj/xxfw39/cpjgzyxx/lsdwyxsp/fhpgscyqdgjhdqshrlcpmd/4685680/index.html


Other offal (Frozen pork knee 
bone) 

188 (Coldstore), 
192 (Coldstore), 
377 (Coldstore), 
472 (Coldstore) Other offal (Frozen pig face) 

Other offal (Frozen pork lip) 

Other offal (Frozen pig jaws) 

Other offal (Frozen pork heart 
tube) 

Other offal (Frozen pig toes) 

Other offal (Frozen pork skin) 

Other offal (Frozen pork head) 

Other offal (Frozen pork brain) 

Other offal (Frozen pork 
diaphragm) 

Other offal (Frozen pork 
cartilage) 

Other offal (Frozen pork trachea) 

Other offal (Frozen pork 
esophagus) 

Other offal (Frozen pork throat 
bone) 

Other offal (Frozen pork penis) 

Other offal (Frozen pork bones) 

2017-5-3 

Canned pork 
products 

Canned luncheon meat 

211, 
260, 
65 

Cooked pork sausage 

Canned ground pork 

Canned pork 

Cooked pork 
products 

Frankfurt sausage 

Sausage 

Italian sausage 

Ham sausage 

Cooked and smoked 
products 

Cooked preserved sausage 

Cooked spicy sausage 



 


